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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the relationship between father
perception by pre- adolescent boys and their per ception of
an ot her non- parental adu lt authority figure .

Reflecting

Piaget ' s theory that ch ildren apply perceived parental
be havior patterns to other individuals (assimilati on), it
was hypothesized that boys ' perceptions of their fa t her
would be similar to their perception s of their teacher , a
non- parental adult auth orit y fig ure .
A review of the li t erat ure established t he relevance
of studying personality development through children's reports of perceptions .

A review of these studies during

the 1960 ' s then led to t he fo r mal statement of the hypot hes is.
The

sub~ts

were all the fi f t h- and sixth- grade boys

in a suburban parochial school .

A modified version of the

Ch ildren ' s Reports of Parent al Behavior Invent ory was admi n istered twice in a single session , one form for the
fa ther and one form for the teacher .

A factor analysis

of t he boys ' father and teacher perceptions was performed
a nd compared to test t he similarity in perceptions.
Within limits t he perceptions were similar.

Two

f ac t or dimensions were isolated and labeled Demanding and
Accepting.

They were extracted from intercorrelations

for both teacher and father forms of the inventory.
the r

statisti~

Fur-

analyses using subjects ' factor scores

revealed certain real differences in boys' percepti ons
of the two adults .

It is suggested that boys live in two

dist inct contexts as their social horizon behins to emerge.
Thev react in similar but not identical ways t o home and
social situations.

Research with more refined instruments

may be necessary t o account for these. distinctions and how
the child perceives them.
The rel evance of t he find i ngs to three theoretical
is sues is discussed : Erikson's stage of I ndustry v s . Inferior ity; Piaget ' s theory of Assimilation; a nd Kagan's
theore tical description of the acquisiti on of identificati on.
Some limitations of the study are listed.
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I
INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of parent-child interaction are generally considered crucial in building sound developmental
theory and practice .

Contemporary research, according to

Walters and Stinnett (1 971), has shown the salience of
parental influence to sex- role identification, academic
improvement, and personality adjus t ment .

In a decade re-

v iew of the literature on parent- child relationships , they
i ndicate that various studies have suggested t he adoption
by children of parental attitude and behavior patterns.
However , much of the ear ly research f ailed to account
for the possible effects of father ing i n the child- rearing
process.

It is only since t he 1950' s that the literature

ha s seriously begun to include more relevant evidence on
f a ther- child interaction (Bec ker , 196 4 ).

Compar ed with

the effects of maternal child- rearing practices upon pers onality development in children, t her e has been a relative neglect of sim i lar resear ch i n r egard to fathers .
The ambiguity i n the role of t he ma le authority figure is
what Fuchs (1972 , p . 26) calls t he most striking and important characteristic of the American family as a social
institution.

With the Sec0nd World War and the Korean

Conflict , when the i mplications of prolonged father de-
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privation became of i nterest in developmental studies,
systematic research to investigate the effects of paternal practices in child rearing became more common (Biller ,
1971 , P• 2) •
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This thesis examines the relati onship between preadole scent boys' perceptions of their father and their
perceptions of another non-parental adult authority figure .

There is evidence that perceptions children have of

their parents ' behaviors and attitudes relates clesely to
t heir socialization a nd personality development (Dubin and
Dubin, 1965) .

Current research has given substantial sup-

port to Piaget 's theory.

He believes that children apply

perceived parental behavior patterns to other individuals .
In his words, "• • • the child will tend to assimilate all
other individuals into his (parental) schemes" ( Piaget ,
1951, p. 262 ).

From this theoretical perspective, Cox

(196 2) implies it is reasonable to expect a positive correlati on between a child's perceptions of his parents and
his perceptions of other individuals , for example, teachers.

Some research has been done to study the effects of

parent perception by children upon peer relations (S iegelman , 1966): but a h iatus in the research does seem to
exist in regard to children ' s perceptions of parents and
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the perception of other adults who are authority figures.

Parent perception, then, will refer to the child 's

experience or interpretation of parental behavi or and attitudes.
The literature review which follows explores selected notions of fatherhood in American life .

The rese arch

on children 's perceptions of their parents is then examined, leading to the formulation and testing of an hypothesis for the present study.

II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
FATHERHOOD IN AMERICAN LIFE
For various historical and cultural reason s , fath erho od in American life is a unique phenomenon.

The social

system has been less than adequate in providing opportunit ies for role gratification in fa ther- chi ld relationships,
and , i n some wa ys, even providi ng sufficie nt understanding
of t he importance of the fathe r role in child re aring .
Social and behavioral sciences have negl ected t o consider
the impa ct of the father in the total scheme of personality
development in children (Pe terson et al . , 1959 : Walters
and Stinnett, 1971).

The occupational priorities of mod-

ern industrial society; the relatively exclusive maternal
i nv olvement in child rearing ; and -the general trends t oward
act ivit ies away from the family circle merely begin , we
suggest, to describe the situation of the father in cont emporary American culture.
I n h is comprehensive review of f a ther hood and personality development, Biller (1971) employs several frameworks to study the effects of the fath er role as reported
in the research literature.

Four of Biller's frameworks

will be considered in the present review 1 socioeconomic
status , cultural expectations, constitutional factors, a nd
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some multidimensional factors concerning paternal influence upon masculine sex- role development .
Studies have found marked differences in father concept and style among various social and economic levels.
In general, lower-c lass fathers seem to want more overt
dom inance and authority in family matters than middleclass fathers.

But, i n fact , when father inf luence at the

two levels is studied , fathers from the former social
class were found to have less actual influence and effect
upon family members than fathers of middle- class families
(Blood and Wolfe, 1960).

Perhaps the greater extent of

fathe r availabili ty or a more adequate self-concept are
partly responsible for t he variability in father-child
relationships between various socioeconomic l evels .

In

terms of support and control, Walters and St innett (1971)
report that decade trends show middle-c lass parent s to be
more supportive and controlling of their children than
lower-class parents, with their discipline based more on
pursuasion and reason than on threats of physical punishment.

Also , lower-class parents seem to give comparative-

ly greater differential treatment of male and female
children than do middle-class parents .
Biller suggests the influence of father occupation
upon personality development.

There is substantial evi-

dence of a relationship (e . g ., Roe, 1957 ; Hurley and Hohn,
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1971; Rose and Felton, 1971), but he thinks that the
over- all quality of the father-son relationship is far
mor e important than specific occupational i nfluence.
Cross-cultural research, according to Biller,
s hows that children tend to be better adjusted in societies wher e the father is actively involved in the childrearing process.

Romney (1965) found that cultures with

low father availability require children to be more compliant tha n do cultures with high father availability.
Chi ldren in those societies tend to be more assertive and
t o develop their individual potentialities more readily.
Constitutional f a ctors are apt to be the most ambiguous element of father- son interations to understand and
the most difficult to control .

Physical, emotional, and

intellectual differences between parent and child often
r equire a gr eat deal of sensitivity and acceptance in
order for relationships to be successful .

It is here that

the direction of influence in a parent-ch i ld interaction
i s often difficult to predict a ccura tely.

Kysar (1968)

lends s upport to Biller ' s suggestion that both mother and
f a ther ca n be inf l uenced by constitut i onally predispose d
differences in children.

He reports some evidence tha t

f a thers are less tolerant than mothers of intellectually
handicapped chil dren.

A father ' s values in regard to what

is socially acceptable as masculine behavior has

an

in-
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fluenc e on his son.

If the social milieu values physical

agi lity in males , it is likely for a father to expect t he
deve lopment of these abil i ties in a son , especially if t he
father sees such qualities in himself .

Lynn (1961 and

196 2 ) comments that the male sex role is largely learned
from cultural e xpectat i ons; but we suggest further that
masculine roles a re perceived by the boy as they are "filtered" through his i nterpretation of his father 's personality and expectations .
In what amounts to a fourth framework, Biller integrate s the socioeconomic, cultura l expectations, and constitutional considerations into a mult idimensional factor
to acc ount more specifically for s ex-role development.

In

general , a nurturant father aids i n the development of
cul turally determined masculine behavior most success ful ly.

With fathe r availability as t ·he basic criterion for

mascul ine sex-role development, other factors, such as
cons istent affection, sufficient praise, and reinf orcements toward s ocial behaviors, are built.

If a boy per-

ceive s such attitudes a nd behaviors in his father, then he
is more likely to develop what Biller describes as the
general aspects of sex-role development : sex-role orient a tion, sex-role preference, a nd s ex-role adoption.

The

firs t aspect refers to an individual's self- evaluation of
sex ·role in re lation to obs erved sign ificant adu lts ; the
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second refers to his observation of sex roles in a larger
soc ial context such as the community environment ; and the
third pertains to the boy's publicly observed behavior of
an adopted sex role .
Biller concludes t hat an "int egrated descri ption" of
paternal influences upon masculine sex- role development is
fe asible.

His formulation of masculine development focus-

es upon the constitutional and sociocultural f a c ti or discussed above, as well as a partial reliance upon social
learnirig theory .
As described by Bandura and Walters (1963) , social
l earning theory incorporates most of the currently disputed theories of identification and perception i nto the model i ng concept .

Modeling , according to Bandura (1971) ,

more precisely denotes the behavioral phenomena involved
in i mitation and identification.

·Referring to various au-

thors (Mowrer, 1950 ; Parsons, 1955; Kohlberg , 1963) , he
see s a lack of distinction betwe en t hese terms and an insufficient understanding of their cause-and- effect relationship in formulating behavior .

Bandura regards the term

imitation to imply too narrow a behavioral repertoire and
the concept of identification is too diffuse to define in
working terms.

Instead , he proposes the modeling concept

as a much broader explanation for "matching " types of behav i or.

First, there is an observational learning effect;
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then, there is a me chanism to s trengthen or weaken inhibition of previously learned responses ; and finally ,
model ing ac t s as a cue in facilita ting existing re sponses
of the same general class.
Though only four of his multidimensional factors have
been discussed, Biller emphasizes the importance of other
de terminants of masculine development, such as maternal
influences and cognitive abilities .

For the purpose of

this review, however, factors more direct l y related to
f ather perception by sons are sufficient .
PARENTAL AND SOCIAL AUTHORI TY PATTERNS
Since this thesis is c oncerned with boys ' perceptions
of fat hers and other adults who are authority figures, a
discus sion of the nature of children's conceptions of aut hority will be included in this review.

Dubin and Dubin

(1965) question whether or not adults really understand
t he na ture of authority as perceived from a child ' s point
of view.

They argue that chi ldren a re able to r ecognize

patterns of authority held by adults and can evaluate
specif ic non-parental a uthority roles according to specific situations .

If the child perceives the adult world to

be an authority-structured one , a dults may cause the child
to fee l less secure by disguising or abandoning adequate
author ity pat terns (Dubin a nd Dubin, 1963).
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Baumrind (1966) describes how the expression of authori ty in child-rearing practices has varied from time
to time, for example, from psychoanalytic methods of full
gratification to methods of more firm control .

She pre-

sents three prototypes of adult control models: permissive, authoritarian, and authoritative.

The first is a

nonpunitive, acceptant and affirmative response to the
child' s impulses, desires, and actions.

An authoritarian

adult sha pes, controls, and evaluates the behavior and
attitudes of the child in accordance with a set standard,
theologica lly motivated, and formulated by a higher authority.

And the third, an authoritative adult, attempts

to direct the child's activities in a rational, issueoriented manner .

Baumrind believes that authoritative

control helps promote behavior which most successfully
facilitate s the development of independent living.
As discussed in the preceding section, there are difference s i n child- rearing behaviors according to soci a l
class.

Kohn (1959) studied social class and parental

authority, and found some fundamental differences between
working-class a nd middle-class parents.

His data showed

that working-clas s parents were more concerned with controll ing observed public behavior and more likely to
punish in terms of immediate consequences.

Middle-clas s

parents, however, ba se their punishment on their int er-
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pretation of the behavioral intent.

The former is more

c oncerne d with outward responsiblity and the latter with
t he development of internalized standards of conduct.
More specifically, working- cla ss fathers respond in two
ways : if the child's behavior does not compel specific
attent ion, they are apt to ignore it, and, if it is suff iciently disruptive, they are more like ly to use physica l puni shment than middle- cla ss fathers .

Neither group

r esorts to physical punishment as a first course of action.

They set limits and then evaluate the situation in

terms of the particular context.
Kohn describes three aspects of authority in the fami ly.

First, there is the relative role of the mother and

father in making family decisions .

Then there is the rel-

ative role of the mother and father in setting limits on
ch ildren' s freedom of movement or ·activity .

And third,

there is the frequency with which the mother or father resort to phys ical punishment to enforce obe dience .
Dubin a nd Dubin (1965) suggest that the child ' s perception of signi fican t others ' view of himself effects his
self- imag e , which then influences his social behavior.

Lane

(1959) found that American boys tended not to express rebellious feelings in political matters because this would
damage their ''buddy" relationship with their father.

He

thinks that this kind of :more of a brother than a father "
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r elationship is more significant in forming politica l belief s tha n the social indoctrination given through the regional s ocial envir onment.

Apparently, American boys t end

to feel s ome guilt if they sense that they might want to
r ebel.

Mor e recently, Block (197 2 ) reported a distinction

between college students who rebelled against social ins t itutions a nd rej e cted their parents, and those who also
r ebelled against institutions bu t kept positive regard for
t heir parents.

The former display a mitigated sense of

personal identity, greater reaction to parental inconsist encie s in child rearing, and more intense feelings of
alienation from both society and family.

The exercise of

authority a nd the child ' s perceptions of it at an e a rly
age does appear, then, to have cons equences for later
s ocialization.

CHILDREN' S PARENTAL PERCEPTIONS
Resea rch trends on children ' s perceptions of pa rents
have shown two basic areas of development.

One i s the

t ype of methodology and the other is the identification
of factors s alient to parent perception by children.

Re-

v iewing the l itera ture from the s e perspectives clearly
c onnects , we s ugg es t, the e a r l ier and current lite r a ture .
Methodol.Qgy
A t ra ditiona l antag onism between ob j ective data
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and subje c tive experi ence has long existed in western
th ought.

This dichotomous sepa ration in the meaning of

knowledge has, in some measure, even affec ted research
trends in c ontemporary socia l and behavioral sciences.
Note the distinctive approach between European subjectiv i t y and American experimental psychology.
Dubin and Dubin (196 5) and Goldin (1969) provide
comprehens ive reviews of the l i t erature on children ' s
perceptions of their parent s .

They believe that much

of the early research extrapolated child behavior from
assessments of parental behavior.

For e xample , Schaefer

and Bell (1958) developed an instrument which measured
attitudes of parents toward chi l d r earing to help prediet their behavior with the child as well as the futu re personality adjustment i n the child.
Such research is useful in the a sses sment of family
role functions and self- perceptions by parents of their
beha ivor.

However, merely specifying objective behavior

doe s not s ufficiently c on sider t he dynamics of parentchild perception as an interaction process.

Separate

items of information migh t be a ppraised , but specific
ident ification of variables a ffecting the relationsh i p
as a dynamic process would be diff i cult.

One study on

the att itudes of fathers failed to demonstrate whether or
not a father's expressi on of dominating and con trol l ing
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attitudes toward children was related to difficulties
in father-child interaction or to marital conflict (Nichols , 1962).

Yarrow and Campbell (1963) found that an

adult and a child had quite different perceptions of
the same stimuli.
A different approach g ives systematic attent ion to
the child's actual experience of parental behav ior.

This

tec hnique yields more precise data on the dynamics of parent- child relationships a nd provides more i n sight into the
dynamics of personality developmen t a nd t he socialization
process (Dubin and Dubin, 1965).

These studies consider

the child ' s interpretation of a behav ior as the primary
index of parental influence in paren t -child int eractions.
Ausubel et al. (1954) describe a dev elopmental relationshi p between the way a child e xperiences parental behavior
and its effects upon ego devel opment.

An i nfant receives

env i r onmental support from parents , a nd really perceives
them as subservient to h is "omnipot ent" will.

By the age

of t wo or three, physical growth and cognitive maturity
have become established .

Parent s begin to make demands in

regard to the socialization of t he c hild ' s behaviors.
Through the remaining years of childhood, the youngster
internalizes perceived parental value s, and acquires the
soc ial approval necessary for pr oper ego development.

In

the i r study based upon t hese theoretical considerations,
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Ausubel and his associates hypothesi zed that self-percept ions of rejection and ex trinsic evaluation would be rel ated t o : 1) an underdeveloped self- concept with notions
of "omnipotence ; " 2) higher levels of ego aspi ration and
g oal frustration tolerance; 3) greater ideational independence from parents ; and 4) less advanced levels of general persona lity maturation.

Their data for fourth, fifth ,

and sixth graders gave support to the hypotheses for subj ects who perceived themselves as extrin sically valued by
paren ts .

Perce pt ions of acceptance an d intrinsic valua-

ti on were highly cor related.
Sieg elman (1966) found tha t pre- adolescent boys and
gir ls who perceived their parents as punishing tended to
be rated more introverted by their peers ; and children who
were r ated as more extroverted by their peers , tended to
perceive thei r par ents as more loving.

In another study ,

the effect of parent perception appeared to relate to
eventual occupational c hoice .

Graduate students in psy-

chol ogy who saw the dominant parent as acceptant were
found likely to select person- oriented work in the field .
Students who saw their dominant parent as avoiding, tended t o pick less person- centered types of work (Medvene ,
1969).

Levenson (1973 ) found that perceived feeling s of

parents as punishing or controlling is related to feelings
of control from sources outside the person ad development
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continues .

Researc h techniques using children ' s r e p orts

of their perceptions have a wide range of applications ,
espec i a l l y in studies of parent- child relationships fr om
the per spe ctive of symbol i c i nteraction theory (Hill and
Hansen, 196 0; Scheck et a l. 1973).
Both methodologies are valuable in parent-child research.

One approach provides information about actual

behaviors and family roles; the other describes dynamics
between children and parents.

Goldin (1969) presents an

integrate d analysis of the two methodologies .

He consid-

ers parent-child behavior and i nteraction as a dou ble e l e ment rea lity .

Fi r s t, there is the actua l objective beha v-

ior which serve s as a s timulus f or a resulting behavior.
The sec ond element i n Goldin's model is the phenomenological exper i ence of that ob j ective stimulus as perceived by
the chi ld, in other words, t h e perception by the child of
the paren t ' s behavior.
He re lates these two elements i n terms of pre dicting
the child ' s behavior .

If the actual beha vior of t he par-

ent and the child ' s e xperience of it are congrue nt, knowing one fa c t or would make for perfect predi ction of the
other.

The implica tions for c hild reari ng are enormou s, a s

it might be pos s ible to exa mine type s of c hild behaviors
related to the differential perception of parenta l behavior s .

But since indi vidual differences result i n
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subject variability, the most feasible approach may be
further research which yie lds high correlations among
variables.

Factors such as level of c ogn itive deve lop-

ment and cognitive style force correlations, according
to Goldin , to be less than perfect .

Perhaps with the

a i d of instrumen ts such as the Parent Att itude Research
Instr ument (Schaefer and Bell , 1958) in combination with
measures of children 's perceptions of parental attitudes,
fut ure research might learn more about parental intentions and children' s perceptions of their behaviors.
Statistical Treatment
Progress in the field has advanced not only in terms
of methodology , but also i n the statistical a nalysis and
ident ifica tion of perceived parent-child i nter action factors .

A listing provided by Goldin (1969) shows that the

fr equency of s tudies on c hildren ' s · perceptions of their
parents had doubled ever y decade between 1930 and 1960.
The deve lopment of more consise fact or determinants may
acc ount for the decrease i n such research by about fortyfiv e per cent during the 1960's.
Goldin reports that many early studies dealt with
parental dominance, affection , a nd punishment (Des pert
and Potter, 19 36 ; Block, 1937 : Du Valle, 1937) .

He be-

lieves that contemporary factor analytic research generally supports ear lier findings .
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Schaefer (1965a) notes the frequencies of studies
according to scale types.

There were two studies on

children's adjustment scales ; four studies on family
relati ons scales ; and fourteen studies on parent-perc eption scales.

Other stud ies were done on parent-child

relationships (Bronson et al. , 1959), measures of child
adjustment (Berdie and Leyton, 1967), observers' reports
of child behavior (Bronfenbrenner, 1961), school achievement (Morrow and Wilson, 1961), and differential criteria
separating normal children from psychiatric patients
(Wi lliams, 1958).
He thinks that many studies did not measure direct
components of perceived parental behavior.

Specific con-

cepts describing the parent-chi ld relationship were not
prec isely identified and tested.

Also, early studies did

not sufficiently distinguis h paternal and maternal behavior.

Finally, he cites the lack of differentiation be-

tween parental adjustment and marital adjustment from
other parent- child interactions.
The development of high speed computers had made possible the use of a more refined statistical technique.
Factor analysis is a method of economy for determining the
number and nature of underlying variables, or factors,
from a larger number of correlations (Kerlinger , 1964,
PP· 650-652) .

Factors clarify the fundamental nature
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of varia bles and the relationship between them (Fruchter
and Jennings, 1962).
Zuckerman et al. (1958) and Schaefer (1961) used
factor analys is to study parental attitudes in chi ld rearing.

Milton (1968) used the technique to study actual

child-rearing behavior .

Siegelman (1965 and 1966) and

Schaefer (1965b) have used factor analysis to study children' s perce ptions of their parents.
Most literature reviews consider the work of Schaefer
and Siegelman concurrently.

Though Goldin notes severe

methodologi cal limitations in their studies , Schaefer
(1965b) in t erms of social class and Siegelman (1965) in
terms of i ntelligence, and both having too much heterogeneity in age and sex of their subjects, they specifically red irect resea rch attention to the child's experience
of parental behav i or.
The two authors use similar methods and report similar dimensions in the extraction and isolation of factors .
Concepts from clinical and research sources were chosen
and develope d into items for use in a research instrument.
The Parent-Child Relations Questionnaire (Roe and Siegelman, 1963) and the Children 's Reports of Parental Behavior I nventory ( Schaefer, 1 965a) were developed by Siegelman and Schaefer, respectively.

Factor loadings were cal-

culate d from t he matri x of intercorrelations of the i tems .
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Each has extracted three factors from their respective
scales and only on one dimension is there any substantial
lack of similarity.
Siegelman (1965) named his factor dimensions loving ,
demand ing , and punishment.

The first two are almost iden-

tical to Schaefer's dimensions of acceptance vs. rejection and psychological autonomy vs. psychological control .
There is a discrepancy between Siegelman's demanding and
Schae f er's third dimension, firm control vs. lax control.
However, dispite the minor differences in emphasis, Goldin
(1969) concludes that both investigators tend to account
for the same reported parental behaviors.
Some recent research has attempted to extend factor
analytic methods in this area.

Burger and Armentrout

(1971) and Burger et al. (1973) report methods for estimating factor scores for reports of perceived parental
behavior.

Factor score refers to an invididual subject 's

relative score contributing to each factor extracted from
the intercorrelations.

It is developed from the factor

matrix and is calculated by an appropiate weighing of an
individual ' s score on the original variables (Fruchter
and Jennings , 1962).

Assuming the stability of factor di-

mensions such as those isolated by the Children ' s Reports
of Parental Behavior Inventory (Schaefer, 1965a), Burger
et al. (1973) suggest the use of factor s themselves as
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variables in future research.

They argue that factor

scores would permit group comparisons and opti ons to use
only those factor dimensions of the inventory which are
of interest in a particular research problem.

In the

case of the CRPBI, three comparisons would have to be
made in the intercorrelations instead of eighteen.
Factor analysis yields dimensions which are tentative.

Neither the number nor the names of factors are

really fina lly answered in one study (Kerlinger , 1964,
p. 652).

Factor analysis begins with a series of concepts

and ends with another set of concepts which provide parsimony to the original series.

Individual differences in

subjects, design error, or any number of reasons can influence the way in which factors are isolated or labeled.
The purpose and judgment of the research are the final
criteria for the accuracy in a factor analysis .
The instrument used in this thesis is based on the
Children's Reports of Parental Behavior Inventory (Schaefer, 1965a ).

The development of the CRPBI and its role

among other instruments used in fact or analyt i c s tudies
of children ' s perceptions during the last decade provides
a more immediate perspective for the current state of the
research.
The CRPBI provides objective measures of parental
perc eptions by children .

The original inventory consisted
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of items which measured 26 components of parental behavior
and attitudes of parents as perceived by children.
were 10 items for each component or scale.

There

A later re -

vision of the inventory measured 1 8 scales using 192
items , and yielded similar factor dimensions as Schaefer ' s
original inventory.

Since the CRPBI could be easily

a dapted to measure both children's perceptions of a parent and a non-paren tal adult authority figure , the revis e d form was chosen for the present study .
Following t he suggestion of Becker (1964) mos t
s t udies have yielded three- dimension factor structures.
Siegelman (1965) and Schaefer (1965b) both isolated three
f actors.

Studies using the revised form of the CRPBI with

different types of populations also found factors similar
to Schaefer.

Rensen et al . (1968) in a cross-cultural

s t udy , Cross (1960 ) with college students, and Burger and
Arm entrout (1971) with fifth- and sixth- grade subjects all
found the s ame factors as Schaefer.

Armentrout (1970) ,

however , questions the relevance of the three factor dimensions for children below t h e seventh grade.

He thinks

the i r perceptions may not be sufficiently differentiated
to distinguish parental behaviors in order to provide a
three-dimension factor structure.

He suggests a two-

dimension factor structure might be more relevant for
chi ldren this age.
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social institutions such as schools .

Also, the simi-

larity in perception may be enhanced when the sex of
the child, the pa rent, and the adult authority figure
are the same ; and when a younger sample, perferably
pre- adolescent, is considered, the child is still l argely influence d by family socialization and his interaction wi th the l arger society is still somewhat limited.
These considera t i ons from empirical findings and
consequent assumptions suggest the following hypothesi s
to be tested in the present study & Pre- adolescent boys'
perceptions of a male adult authority figure will be
similar to their perceptions of their f a ther .

III

METHOD
SUBJECTS
The subjects were all the fift h- and sixth- grade
boys in a suburban parochial school.

There were 27 in

t he fi f th grade and 24 in the sixth .

The mean age of the

s ubjects was 10 years 8 months, ranging from 10 years 1
month to 1 2 years 11 months .
All the subjects were white and the sample was relat ively homogeneous in socio- economic status.

Most of the

fathers worked in skilled labor occupations ; a nd only five
we re in occupations which require a college level educat ion .

One s ubject was fatherless, but it was decided to

include him , since he had been so for less than two years .
Including the subject, the mean number of children
i n each family was 3.9 •

None of the subjects was with-

out sibling s.
School officials i ndicated that all the subjects f ell
within the agerage range of intelligence and academic perf ormance.

Only one boy was thought by the offi cials to be

a possibl e behavior problem , but he appea r e d to cooper ate
during the testing period.
INSTRUMENT AND PROCEDURE
The revised f orm of the Children ' s Reports of Par ental
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Behavior I nventory was modif i ed for the present study .
Criteri a were esta blished for items to be included in the
present form of the inventory.
t o both a teacher and father.

Items had to be appl i ca ble
It was decided to delete

eight items which could not be applied to both situations ;
r ewrite some items to make them relevant to a school
s ituation ; a nd to keep other items in the same form for
both tea che r and father.

The result was a father-form and

a t eacher-form of the inventory each consisting of 1 84
i tems measuring the 18 scale components of perceived behavior.

The items refer to concrete situations and the

subjects ha ve trichotomous response alternatives: "Like
my Father/Teacher; Somewhat Like my Father/Teacher; Not
Like my Father/Teacher. "
All fifty-one subjects were tested at the same time .
Part One (Fa ther Form) of the inventory was distributed by
the wr i ter and two mal e assistants, one a graduate student
and the other a n undergraduate .

An initial introducti on

i ndicated to the subjects tha t they were being a ske d t o
help in a special project being conducted by graduate students a t t he University of Rhode Island .

With the perm is-

sion of the school officials, they were being a sked to
t ell s ome r eal facts about t heir lives bot h at home and
a t school.
I t was emphasized that the exercise wa s not a t est i n
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the usual sense.
answers.

There were no "right" or "wrong "

No one would see their answers except those

working on the project and the electronic computers
that would help to figure out the results.

Individual

answer sheets were identified only by numbers.
A personal data sheet was completed giving such informa ti on as age, grade, number of siblings, and father's
occupation.

Then specific directions for Part One were

given along with three practice items.
Each item was read aloud by either the writer or
one of the assistants alternating every third page.

The

subjects were timen time to circle the appropiate response alternative for each item .
After Part One of the inventory was completed the
subjects were given a twenty minute rest period.

Then

Part Two (Teacher Form) was distributed and appropiate
direc tions given .

It was explained that this form was

similar to the first one, but that the items referred to
their feelings about school, and specifically teachers.
While doing each item , they were asked to think of their
Gym teacher.

Items were written with reference to him

rather than the father as in Part One.
It is the situation of the male gym teacher which
made this sample population an ideal one for the present
study.

The subjects have contact with him at least one
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period a week; and, since he also teaches science to
higher grades , there is some interaction with him at
other times during the school week.

He is the only male

teacher in the scho ol a nd, except for occasional visits
by the parish priests , the subj ects do not have regu lar
contact with other male authority figure s .

The wr iter

has observed the interaction between the teacher and the
sub jects on several occasions both during gym period
and other school situations .
Upon completion of Part Two, the inventory was collected and the s ubjects returned to their classr ooms .
Total time for the entire testing procedure was approximately two a nd one- half hours .
ANALYSES
A scoring procedure similar to earlier s t udies using
the CRPBI was used .

Nominal values of three, two, and one

were assigned to responses of "Like , Somewhat Like, and
Not Like my Father/Teacher," respectively.
For each sub ject there was a father and teacher score
sheet matching the two forms of the inventory.

Since

items in both forms referred t o the same components of
perce ived behavior , the score s heets for both forms were
identical.

While designing the i ns trument and scoring

techniques , the number of specific items in both forms
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referring to each component of behavior was determined.
In this way scale totals of items applying to a specific component of behavior could be ascertained on the
fathe r/teacher scoring sheets.

Thus scale totals for

the 18 component s of behavior were obtained for each of
the

51 subjects.
The 18 scales from the father inventory were inter-

correlated and the resulting matrix was factor analyzed
using the UCLA Biomedical Computer Program (BMD08M) Factor Analysis Program.

This program uses the principle

component solution which extracts the maximum amount of
varience from observed variables; and parsimony is obtained if a " •• • small number of linear combinations of
the original variables can be found which account for
most of the variance" (Harman, 1960 , p. 132 ).

Factor

ma tr ices were obtained and t hese were rotated orthogonally by the varimax method.

Factor scores were also ob-

tained using the BMD08M Factor Analysis Program .
The same analyses were performed on the 18 scales
from the teac her inventory .

The r esults of the factor

analyses were then compared to test the hypothesis.

IV
RESULTS
The separate intercorrelations of the 18 scales for
the father and teacher inventories yielded two similar and
corres ponding factor matrices which were then rotate d orthogonally by the varimax me thod.

Factor scores were ob-

taine d.
For the father scales, factor one loaded heavily on
the following components: Hostile control .91, Enforcement

. 85, Instilling pers istent anxiety .76, Control .74, Contro l through gui lt .68, Intrusiveness .67, Withdrawa l of
r elations .65 , Possessiveness .64 , and Rejection . 62.
Factor one for the teacher scales yielded high loadings on the followi ng components : Hostile detachment . 84 ,
Rejection .83, Hostile control .75, Withdra wal of re lat ions .74, Control through guilt .73, Incons istent discipline .69, Instilling persistent anxiety .65, Enforcement

. 64 , and Control through guilt . 49 .
Factor two for the father scales had heavy loadings
on the components of : Acceptance . 88, Positive Involvement
. 81, Childcenteredness .7 1 , Acceptance of individuation

. 67, and Reje ction -.67 .
For the teacher scales, factor two loaded heavily on
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the following components : Acceptance .89, Positive involvement .87 , Childcenteredness .78 , Accept ance of individuation .76, and Lax discipline . 58 .
Kendall rank correlation coefficients (tau) were obt ained between corresponding matrices for the first and
second father- teacher factor s , r es pe ctiv ely .

Similar

correlations were calculated between these results and the
f i ndings of an earlier s t udy (Burger and Armentrout,
1971).

The previous study had extr acted a third factor,

but only the f i rst t wo were used for comparison with the
two factors is olated in the present study .

(Table II).

The (tau) correlations between the previous study and
the present loadings for the first factor show negative
c orrelations in respect to both the teacher scale and the
fa t her scale, - .86 and - .44, respectively .

The (tau) cor-

r elation between the father and teacher loadings for the
f i rst factor in the present study is . 41 .
Similar Kendall (tau ) correlations showed positive
correlations , . 81 and . 72 , between the earlier study a nd
th e present loadings for t he second factor, both f or the
father and teacher scales .

The second factor a lso showed

a positive correlation of .83 between the father and the
t eacher loa dings.
Factor scores for each subject were obtained for both
factors extracted from the teacher and father scales.

For

TABLE I
ROTATED FACTOR MATRICES FOR REPORTS OF FATHER- TEACHER PERCEPTIONS

(Demical points omitted)

Father Factors
I
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14 .
15 .
16.
17.
18 .

Acceptance
Childcenteredness
Possessiveness
Rejection
Control
Enforcement
Pos itive I nvolvement
Intrusivene ss
Control through guilt
Hostile Control
Inconsis tent Discipline
Nonenf orcement
Acceptance of Individuation
Lax Discipline
Instilling Persistent Anxiety
Hostile Detachment
Withdrawal of Relations
Extreme Autonomy

- 02
25
64
62
74
85
28
67
68
91
36
-01
- 29
-46
76
38

56

-32

Teacher Factors

II

h2

I

88
71
35
-67
17
- 17
81
07
02
-06
- 39
- 29
69
14
-15
-75
- 35
05

78
57
54
84
59
76
74
45
47
84
28
08
56
23
61
71
1}3
10

00
- 09
45
83
58
64
01
49
73
75
69
45
00
29
65
84
74
25

II

h2

89
78
40
-17
27
-16
87
33
28
24
-00
15
76

79
61
3$
72
42
44
76
J6
61
63
48
23
84
42
45
77
57

58

14
- 25
16
23

12

'vJ
£\)

TABLE II
KENDALL RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (tau) BE'rWEEN CORRESPONDING FACTORS
IN THE PRESENT STUDY AND AN EARLIER STUDY (BURGER AND ARMENTROUT, 1971)

Factor One
Burger and Armentrout and Arsenault (Father)
Burger and Armentrout and Arsenault ( Teacher)
Arsenault (Father) and Arsenault (Teacher)

(tau)

-.86
-. 44
.41

Factor Two
Burger and Armentrout and Arsenault (Father)
Burger and Arm.entrout and Arsenault (Teacher)
Arsenault (Father) and Arsenault (Teacher)

.81
•7 2

. 83

\..,.)
\..,.)

TABLE III
MEANS AND CORRELATIONS OF FATHER FACTOR SCORES FOR ALL SUBJECTS
AND THEIR CORRESPONDING TEACHER FACTOR SCORE. SUBJECTS GROUPED
BY THIRDS ON FATHER FACTOR SCORE.

Factor One
Total Group

Father
M 0.0000
t o.483
r • 51

Ranks

1 - 17

M 1 . 682

Ranks

18 - 34

M -0.1075

Ranks

35 - 51

M - 1.0606

t 2.262 *
(tau) - .• 25

Factor Two
Teacher
M -0.0675

~

Teacher
M 0.0001
t 0.0001
r . 24

M 0.5381

M 0.9925

M 0. 2470
t 2 .982*
(tau) - • 28

M -0 . 0014

M 0 . 137-3

M 0 . 0532
t 0.305
(tau ) -. 25

M -0. 3981

M -1 . 1300

t o.456
(tau) -. 24
t 1.526
(tau) .15

t test levels of significance

1t ~ 2> .01

Father
M -0.0001

M-0. 3000
t 3 .996
(tau) . 28**

\._,J

i}~~ <o1

~
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each father factor, the subjects were rank ordered by
factor scores a nd divided into three equal groups of
17 subjects each.

Kendall rank order correlations were

calculated between these groups and three groups of
each subjec t's corresponding teacher factor score.
The (tau) correlations ranged from .28 to - .28 over
the six comparisons.

For the total group of 51 sub-

jects Pearson product-moment correlations of the factor scores were . 51 and . 24 f or factors one and two,
respectively.
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DISCUSSION
The dimensions isolated in this factor analysis are
similar to those extracted in previous studies .

Schaefer

(1959) reported two bi- polar factor dimensions of maternal
reports which he labeled Love vs. Hostility and Autonomy
vs. Control .

With the initial version of the CRPBI , he

extracted three bi-polar factor dimen sions : Acceptance vs.
Rejection ; Psychological Autonomy vs . Psychological Control, a nd Firm Control vs . Lax Control (1965b ) .

Since

t hen , s tudies using a revised version of the CRPBI have
yielded the same general factor dim ensi ons .
As previously discussed, Armentrout (1970 ) questions
the advisability of using the three dimension factor
structur e with subjects below the seventh grade.

His

findings with boys and girls f rom a middle- class subur ban community tend to show that t he ex tent of perceive d parental control was associated with both the degree
of perceived parental rejection and perceived firmness
of parental discipline .

He suggests that young children ' s

views of their partnts' behavior are not sufficiently di f ferenti ate d to s upport a more complex three-dimensiona l
factor structure , which might be more appropiate for the
percept i ons of older children and adults.
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The findings of the present study give support to
this suggestion.

The s ubjects did not make a clear dis-

tinct ion between the parental techniques represented by
Schaefer's second and third factor dimensions.

Psy-

chological Autonomy vs. Psychological Control describes
" . • • covert, psychological methods of controlling the
chi ld ' s act ivities and behaviors that would not permit
the child to develop as an individual apart from the
parent ."

Firm Control vs. Lax Control refers to

" • • • t he degree to which the parent makes rules and
regulations , sets limits to the cni ld's activities, and
enforce s rules and limits," (Schaefer , 1965b).
Apparently elements from the second and third factors of previous studies were coupled into the first
factor of the present study.

The perceptions are stron-

ger and more unpleasant than the "psychological " character of a similar factor in other studies.

The label for

thi s factor will have to reflec t the subjects' inability
to perceive distinctions between overt limit setting behaviors and more subtle covert behaviors .
The first factor is called Demanding.

Roe and Sie-

gelman (1963 ) describe demanding parents, and we suggest
other a uthority figures too, as requiring high standards
in act ivities , imposing strict regulations, demanding unquestioning obedience, hugh punitiveness, limiting friend-
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ships, and making little effort to discover a child's
feelings about things.
The second factor loads heavily on more nurturant
and positive perceptions.

It is very . similar to the

first factor generally found in studies using the CRPBI.
This factor is called Accepting.
Despite the perceived father-teacher similarity in
the fac tors, a close examination of the factor loadings
sugge s ts some subtle differences.

Neither factor in the

teac her matrices have heavy loadings with negative sign
values .

The uni-polar nature of these loadings is evident

when compared with the negative loadings in the two father
matrices.

In terms of perceiving a full range of behavi ors

on a pos itive-to-negative continuum, the teacher is seen
with a sense of attenuation by the subjects as compared to
their perceptions of the father .

The teacher is not seen

as accepting or demanding as strongly.

The perceptions of

the teacher appear more functionally oriented, while the
percept ions of the father are more expressive in nature .
This attenuation in the perception of the teacher may
reflect the greater emotional intensity of a child's oneto-one relati onship with the parent.

At home the child is

one of a few at most, if t here are siblings.

At school he

is one of many and the teacher-child interactions may be
"diluted" in intensity.
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The data i n Table IV s hows the effect of "diluted "
percepti ons by the su'Qjects within the family.

Boys

with the greater number of siblings saw their father
more strongly on ,the Demanding or functional factor, as
a teacher might be seen in school.

In comparison, boys

with only one s ibling perceived their father as more Accepting or expressive, . denoting a more one- to- one kind
of relationship.

These findings suggest that not only

pers onality a nd behavior of the pa rent is salient to
parental percepti on by children, but also the number of.
siblings with which the parent must interact .in the
fami ly.
TABLE IV

•

COMPARISON OF MEAN FATHER FACTOR SCORES FOR SUBJE.CTS WITH
ONE SIBLING AND FOR SUBJECTS WITH FIVE OR MORE SIBLINGS

Factor One
Number of Siblings
Mean Factor Sc ore

- 0. 2993
t

t

t ~~t

5+ Sibs

1 Sib

0.1 970
3. 237 *

levels of s ignificance

* < 02> . 01
**< 001

Factor Two
1 Sib

5+ Sibs

o.4679

-0.7 850

t

9 . 508**
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Dubin and Dubin (1963) infer tha t a chil d d oes adjust to diff e rent situations where an authority fi gure
is involve d.

The low product-m oment correlations be-

tween the r ank order factor score groups indicate certain r eal d istinct ions in children ' s perceptions .

At

leas t with t he present instrument , it is not possible
to predic t perceptions between teacher and father .
Further resea rch with a more refined instrument may account f or these variables.

VI
CONCLUSIONS
The findings of this s t udy a re relevant to some important theoretical issues in child development.

A child' s

perceptions of hi s parents are salient to personality development at every age.

But the pre- adolescent years may be

more crucial t han is commonly thought because this period
is a transitional one from early childhood to adolescence.
Erikson (1963, pp. 258-261) describes the school age
child as beginning to be a "worker ;" as he realizes that
if he is to survive he must be able to exist and progress
outside the family.

He learns to win recognition by his

ambition and industry in producing things.

A tendency for

ambivalence toward home life may begin at this time.

The

child knows he is accepted a t home but resents parental
control of his energies.

It is this aspect of his rela-

ti onship with his parents which, in his estimation, dominate s.

Sexual latency is a time of

'~isch ievous "

achieve-

ment prepa ring the child to handle the identity problems
to be encountered during adolescence.

The child must learn

to balance a need for acceptance at home with the demands
of living in a larger society.
This sense of tension between the home and the emerg-
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ing social horizon is suggested by the factor score data.
Boys live in two distinct contexts and they react in similar but not completely identical ways to both situations.

By late pre- adolescence the child should have established mental structures which are sufficiently stable
for dealing with the environment .

The practice of "assim-

ilation" begun during infan ce should be well perfected
(Ginsburg and Opper, 1963. p . 18).

The way a child sees

a parent should be relatively stable, in order that this
"primary " rel ationship might serve as a model for persons
beyond the family.

Confidence in dealing with pe ople in

various se t t ings is enhanced when the child experiences
nurturant perceptions of his parents , expecially the same
s ex parent .
The way children experience the permance of material
objects , as described by Piaget,

m~y

be similar to the way

t hey adjust to various persons and social settings.
is a constant ordering of what is less familiar in

There
new

s ocial settings , such as school and club activities, into
more familiar structures of family life.

As adolescence

i t self approaches , the task of constantly adjusting to
new experiences becomes a crucial growth requirement.

The

period of "Formal Operations" increases reality testing
and reactions to different social situations become more
fl exible.

It is reasonable to suspect the perceptions of

4.3

parents would become less c rucial as soc i al experience
increases and the personality becomes more solidified .
It is suggested that the findings might be relevant
to the acquisition and maintenance of identification as
described by Kagan (1958).
ent perception type notions.

Note the prevalence of parThe first criteri on is

that the child perceive a model as possessing desired
goal states.

Secondl y , the child need believe that if

he is s imilar to the model, then he does in fact possess
t he model's skills or g oal states.

Next, there is the

rinforc ement factor from other people, especially significa nt others, as well as the child ' s own feelings of
succes s .

Finally, after experiencing some of the af-

fectiv e a spects of the desired goa l states of the model,
the chi ld comes to expect the s ame response s from the
social environment as the model has received.
This study has shown that children ' s perceptions of
t heir pa rents a re salient to personality development and
social adjustment .

Within limits, children will perceive

another adult authority figure as they perceive a parent.
This s tudy concerned pre- adolescent boys and their perceptions of their father and a male adult a uthority figure .
Though the hypothesis was supported, the findings
may be considered tentative .

The research was limited by

number of s ubjects, sex of subjects and adults , and socio-
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economi c status of the families.

Variables accounting

f or differences in subj ects ' perceptions of the fa t hers
and teacher were not identified.

It is suggested that

a more refined i nstrument might be combined with personality asse ssments of fathers and other adult.
Results may also be considered as tentative due to
the possibility of subject fatigue over the testing period, length of the instrument , and failure to counterbalance the administration of the Father-Teacher forms
of the inventory .
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE I TEM FOR EACH SCALE COMPONENT
OF THE MODIFIED VERSI ON OF THE CRPB
(FA THER FORM )
cceptance • • . • . • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • . . He ma kes me feel better
after tal king over my
troubles with him.
Chi ldcent er edness ..•.•••• • •••• . .•• He likes to t a lk to me
and be with me much of
the time .
Possessivene ss .•..• • ••••••.•••••.. He doesn ' t le t me go
pl aces be cause something
might ha ppen to me.
Rejection

.........................

He i s n't very pat i ent
with me.

Control • •• . •. • ...••••.• •• • • ••...•• He see s to i t that I
know exac t ly what I may
or may n ot do .
Enforcement • • • • •. ••. • •. •. . •••••.•• He is very strict with me .
Pos i tive Inv olvement
Int rusivene ss

t

•

•

•

•

•

•

•••••

fl

•

•

•

e • • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

•••••••

He says I ' m very good
. nat ured .
He wants to know exactly whe r e I am and what
I ' m doing .

Control through Gui 1 t .. . ... . ..... . He feels hurt when I don ' t
fo llow advice .
Hostile Control

.... ... .. ... ....... . He

is always telling me
how I s h ould behave .

Inconsistent Discipline .•• . ••.••.• He soon forgets a rule
he has made .
Nonenforcement . . ..• ••• •. •• . • • ••••• He usually doe s n ' t find
out about my misbehavior .
Acce ptance of Individuation •• • • •• • He doesn ' t mind if I kid
him about things .
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Lax Discipline .•...... ..• . • • •• • He is easy with me.
Instilling Persistent Anxiety •• He worries about how I
will turn out , because he
takes eve r yth ing bad I :o
seriously .
Hostile Detachment ••. • •. • •.•••• He doesn ' t talk with me
very much .
Withdrawal of Relations

........

He will not t alk with me
when I d ispleas e him .

Extreme Autonomy • •••• • •• • . •• • •. He allows me t o go out as
often as I pl eas e.

APPENDIX B
SAMPLE I TEM FOR EACH SCALE COMPONENT
OF THE MODIFIED VERSION OF THE CRPBI
(TEACHER FORM)

Acc ~ptance

· • · •.•• • .•. • • •.•• • • •. • • . He makes me feel bette r
when he helps me wi th a
problem.

Chi ldcenteredne s s .•••••••.•••••••• He likes to talk to me
and be with me wheneve r
he can .
Possessivene ss ..• • .•••.•••.•••.••• He doesn ' t let me do c ertain things in gym because
something might happen
to me.
Rejection .••• • .•.•••••••••• • .•.•.• He isn't very patient
with me .
Control •••••••••••••••••••• • •••••• He sees to it tha t I
know exactly what I may
or may not do .
Enf orcement .••••• • •••••••••• • •.••. He is very strict with me.
Positive I nvolvement ••••.•.••.•••• He says I ' m very good
natured .
I ntrusiv eness .•• . .•.•••••••••• • ••• He wants to know exactl y
where I am and wha t I'm
doing when I leave the
gym a rea.
Con trol thr ough gui 1 t ........
Hostile Contr ol

e ••••

He feels hurt when I
don't follow a dv i ce.

.............. ..... He
is
how I

always te l l i ng me
shoul d be have.

I nc onsistent Dis cipl ine • •••••••••• He s oon forgets a r ule
he has made.
Nonenforcerne nt ••.•••.••••••.••.••. He usually doesn 't f ind
out a b out my misbehavior
i n class .

Acceptance of Individuation

........ He
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doesn't mind if I
kid him about things .

Lax Discipline •••.•.••••..•••••.••• He is easy with me.
Instilling Persistent Anxiety ••.••• He seems concerned
about how I will t urn
out, because he takes
it very seriously when
I misbehave.
Hostile Detachment ••••••••••.• •.••. He seems to ignore me
during class activities a nd around the
school.

Withdrawal of Relations ..•• ••• .•••. He will not talk to me
when I misbehave or do
something wrong.
Extreme Autonomy ••.•••••••.•••••••. He lets me choose what
posit i on I want to play
in games.

